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Mormon Scientist The Life And
A Mormon sex therapist has opened up about facing excommunication for supporting the LGBT+ community, and holding science-backed views on porn and masturbation. Natasha Helfer is a licensed ...
Mormon sex therapist faces excommunication for supporting LGBT+ community, porn and masturbation
Right when the influence of religion on public life is ripe for renewed scrutiny, prominent atheists look just as backward as the Bible bashers.
New atheists run out of vigour just when they could be heeded most
We stand with Natasha,” chanted a group of about 30 people in Friday downtown Salt Lake City where they gathered to protest the LDS Church’s decision to revoke the membership of sex therapist Natasha ...
Sex therapist Natasha Helfer says she feels like she’s been kicked out of her home after LDS ouster
As Toronto-based filmmaker Ann Shin’s father was suffering from dementia, she questioned whether AI can be used to transfer ourselves to a digital form, becoming a way to "conquer death." The film "A.
Hot Docs 2021: What if you could live forever? 'A.rtificial I.mmortality' explores if AI can make death 'optional' for humans
Nelson’s talk on faith in the Easter Sunday morning session of general conference hit upon some classic points, like the role of faith in overcoming obstacles in life, and the role of study and ...
Overcoming Mormon doubt is hard when you’ve never been given the tools
For there are times in the life of every rightminded fox when he is so good that he is sorry afterwards, and the Mormon church has lately come to one of those times. The Saints break their pledge ...
The Mormons
The Mormon Land newsletter is a weekly highlight ... Turley, author of the recently released, “In the Hands of the Lord: The Life of Dallin H. Oaks,” also gives his subject high marks for ...
Latest from Mormon Land: Dallin Oaks’ ‘supreme’ sacrifice, and General Conference highs and lows
And to live life without hope on such a core ... professor of political science. Author and feminist Gloria Steinem says Mormon involvement in the ERA issue of the 1970s was pivotal: "If the ...
Watch the Full Program Online
Soon after, rescuers from the Inyo County Sheriff’s Office found Mr Lofgren, 32, and Ms Henkel, 27, in an isolated part of the California desert near Willow Creek. The two were on a ledge so steep, ...
Note helped rescuers find two missing campers in Death Valley
She goes on: “From childhood, my one overarching life directive was: do whatever it takes to win approval. Raised in a devout Mormon family, I obeyed every rule of my religion and worked hard at ...
‘Let yourself be quirky’: Oprah Winfrey’s life coach on how to be much happier
President Russell M. Nelson, 96, and Donovan Mitchell, 24, provided advice on life’s obstacles during University of Utah commencement exercises for 8,442 graduates.
President Nelson, Jazz star Donovan Mitchell give University of Utah grads advice on adversity
Religion is, of course, more than an explanatory system. It is also about community and shared meaning. But increased diversity makes this more complicated. Which tradition should we choose? As ...
America is home to religion and reason. The state helps both by protecting freedom
From a German-Jewish governor to slave-turned-pioneers to federal politician moms, Utah has been home to some pretty dynamic figures.
7 under-appreciated historical figures every Utah resident should know about
He grew up in a Mormon community in Utah and lost his father ... events has rippled across his family and faith. "I've spent my life and career exploring whether my family's deaths were ...
Lemonada Media's 12th Podcast Series Asks: What's Your Life Worth?
Check out a preview of the concert below, featuring Matt and Seth performing 'I Got Life' from Hair ... Matt's Broadway credits include The Book of Mormon (Elder Price),War Horse (Billy Narracott ...
Exclusive: Matt Doyle and Seth Rudetsky Sing 'I Got Life' From HAIR
It is much like the Mormon temple up in Salt Lake City ... a University of Utah political scientist, said before Haaland’s visit. “There’s a synchronicity there that has never occurred ...
Biden is poised to expand Bears Ears and Grand Staircase monuments. The real question is by how much?
Inside the abandoned white Subaru was a note: “Two flat tires, headed to Mormon Point ... had received a bachelor’s degree in political science from Arizona State University.
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